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Trail #46

PITT #46: The Legend of the Ass
Grabbing Bandit
Since we apparently bought WAY too much food
for the Green Dress Run, enjoy the leftovers this
Thursday night! Cum join us on a lazy stroll
through Squirrel Hill, since we’re still wiped out
from the GDR. Much like OCD’s ex-wife, trail will
be short, flat, and dry.
POST TRAIL COMMENTS from Cock Smitten shout out to Moon helping Scout & choosing the
circle location. OCD gets the credit for the beer
hunt at the grave yard. Thanks to Tasty for taking
Moon’s spot & also thanks to OCD & Tasty for
saving the trail when Cock Smitten blew out his
calf.

3/31/15

RUN #: 46
MILES: 4.3

DATE: March 19, 2015
ATTENDANCE: 54 (32 M / 22 F)

START: The Independent Brewing Company - Squirrel Hill
TEMPERATURE: 42 degrees F
Min Elevation: 979 ft. Max Elevation 1177 ft.
HARES – Old Crusty Dick, Cock Smitten, Tasty Muff
Commemoratives:
Cup (25 trails & 3 hares): Pelvis Chestley, Scrum Guzzler
Tags (10 trails & 1 hare): OCD, Cock Smitten, Tasty Muff
New Boots: 3 – Ellie, Jen, Tommy
Transplants: Loosey Goosey (Summit H3), Any Ol’ Hole
(Carolina Trash)

The Hares: Cock Smitten, Tasty Muff, and OCD

Announcements

Scrum Guzzler & Pelvis Chestly were awarded
their cups. Way to Go! 

 Future hares – be sure to have a plan for post trail
food. Great job with this trail hares!
 Mark your calendars - June 27th AGM
 We’re planning on ordering happy coats, so let us
know if you want one!
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TRAIL REVIEW by Major Pecker
It was Tiki night at Independent Brewing at the start of PITT Hash number 46, appropriate considering this is the
first Thursday of the year which hasn’t been bitterly cold and snow-filled. As a result, a huge influx of virgins, fairweather hashers, and backsliders (including the elusive former PGH-H3 GM, SexXRay) showed up to make this the
biggest pack of 2015! The trail got off to an inauspicious start as the hares (OCD, Cock Smitten, and Tasty Muff)
forgot to lay down a Beer Near mark at chalk talk – some hashers were afraid the virgin hare had forgotten what
hashing was all about. Fortunately, these fears were unfounded, as we would soon learn…
The first leg of trail led the pack through the ritzy neighborhoods of Squirrel Hill, before taking us by the
construction site at Frick and down to cross Forbes. Incredibly, none of the pack was clobbered by a car, and
everyone made it to the first beer stop without any issue. Well, almost everyone – Cock Smitten managed to bust
up his leg somewhere on the first leg of trail, and as a result snuck away to hobble to the next beer stop as the pack
arrived at the first.
The next leg took us on a winding tour of the cemetery – here the hares really shined by leaving us goodies on trail.
I’m not sure how they found all the graves, but seemingly every headstone even somewhat related to beer had a
tasty beverage hidden nearby (Miller, Brown, and Weiss to name a few). During this boozy romp through the
cemetery, Pelvis Chestly decided to engage in some light grave robbing, and found a pair of (children’s?) horse pants
that caught her fancy. I don’t want to know what those were doing in the cemetery. After realizing her adult-sized
butt wasn’t going to fit into them, she graciously handed them off to Porn Again Christian who proudly wore them
the rest of the night.
The second beer stop was a lovely affair at Cock Smitten’s house in Squirrel Hill. This place had it all – boozy cider,
a few kegs, a bonfire, and a trampoline. ManGurglar, T-Bag, and Cuffed & Battered took full advantage of the
trampoline, doing backflips until T-Bag caught his foot on the “protective” net and managed to face plant beautifully.
As the pack was just about to leave this oasis, Whiff drove up and dropped off a few boxes of leftover pizza. This
managed to delay the pack for a few minutes longer, but the 50 or so hashers made quick work of the pies.
A short jaunt from there took the pack to a …memorable… circle. Tags were awarded, Old McHasher was sung,
ManGurglar was pushed into a creek, Double Stuffed was reunited with his level, and the Skin Chandelier made its
2015 debut (and now Purple Princess will think twice about taking selfies during circle). Shit trail.
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Missed Erections Directions

Song of the Week

The PITT version of Craig’s list – “missed connections”. These
are anonymous listings to try and reconnect with someone on
trail that you weren’t able to connect with in person. Feel free
to respond or share your own.

Melody – Row, Row, Row Your Boat

You: Seductively laying on a cooler at circle. Me: Casually
pouring my beer on my penis. Did I get any on you? Reply
back with what color my taint was and I’ll help clean you
up.

Down, Down,
Down, your beer
To pay for your crime.
Quit complaining
about the taste
There’s no cum this time.

I was furiously masturbating behind my great
grandfather’s tombstone when I saw you running my way.
I was going to say hi, but I was too shy. I’m pretty sure
you were a dude. Let’s get coffee sometime.
I’m sick of the back and forth! You know how I feel about
you. I knew there was something special since our first
down down. Just let me in…
Whoever ate the last sleeve of thin mints: I hope you read
this on your phone while driving your car and get into a
horrible accident that renders you a vegetable. Fuck you.
I skipped the first beer stop to watch you pee in the
woods. Thanks for that.
I touched your butt on trail. You told me not to do it. But
I know you liked it. Tell me what color my skin was, and
let’s meet up sometime. P.S. I’m not black.

Pitts.hhh@gmail.com
To sign up for a trail, submit write ups for the newsletter,
or send your own “missed directions”

Hopefully Purple Princess learned to show
some respect & Shut the Fuck up during circle.
“Shhhing” the RA while he was presenting the
cups to get a picture. Not ok.
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